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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. FindFar is the third volume in the
series which began with MindWar in 2013 and continued with MindStar in 2016. The first book
introduced a practical technology for reducing if not completely eliminating the scourge of
physical warfare afflicting humanity by neutralizing violent irrationality in the human subconscious
and replacing it with the impulse to creative cooperation. These artificial but completely benign
Psychological Controls (PSYCONs) are integrated with a new framework for international problemsolving, reverse-engineered to eliminate crises preemptively. The laboratory proposed for MindWar
is a complete, evolutionary redesign of the U.S. Army s Special Operations branches into a new
MindWar TriForce. Whereas MindWar concentrates exclusively on the physical machinery of the
human brain, MindStar adds the missing element of metaphysical identity: what humans until now
have only vaguely sensed as the soul. Now this genius at the core of every sentient being is brought
into full illumination and definition as the MindStar. Both its distinction from and integration with
the physical mentality are addressed. And finally FindFar completes this evolutionary adventure by
superseding old, static, three-dimensional analysis and...
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Reviews
An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Ra chelle O 'Connell
This is actually the finest ebook i have study right up until now. I have got study and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am happy to inform you that this is the finest publication i have study inside my personal lifestyle and may be he very best
pdf for possibly.
-- Hoba r t Ander son II
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